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ABSTRACT
Introduction: So far, study on medical student’s knowledge regarding human normal flora is not
available in the internet. Normal flora is initially beneficial for their host, but what was once part of
the normal flora can later become dangerous to their host, e.g become the agent of endogenous
disease. The knowledge regarding normal flora is important for medical students, because it
related with many aspects of their recent and future education and trainings, especially in the
clinical phase. The aim of this simple cross sectional, questionnaire based study is to measure the
level of knowledge regarding normal flora.
Study Design: Cross sectional, electronic questionnaire-based survey
Place and Duration of Study: Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Kristen Indonesia, Jakarta,
Indonesia and conducted for 1 month (March 2021).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
*Corresponding author: E-mail: forman.siagian@uki.ac.id;
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Methodology: The questionnaire is divided into two parts, the demographic section and the
knowledge section that consist 20 question regarding normal flora. By using popular social media,
WhatsApp™, survey conducted to all of our medical students.
Results: 628 students responded, and they were representing the class of 2014-2020, 190 male
students and 438 females with mean age 20.16 years old (min. 16 and max 25). The result showed
us that the level of knowledge is good and but the level of understanding regarding normal flora
also gets better as they become senior students.
Conclusion: The level of knowledge of our students regarding normal flora is good, although it still
needs to be improved continuously.
Keywords: Education; interaction; microorganism; host; microbiology; hematogen.
oldest private medical school in Indonesia.
Annually, at least there are 900+ of clinical and
pre-clinical phase active students, and the
number dynamically change over time due to the
entrance of new students to our faculty and
completion of education period.
Good
knowledge regarding normal flora with their
benefits and the potency of detrimental effect to
their host is crucial for future medical doctor. The
aim of the study is to measure the level of
knowledge of our students regarding normal
flora.

1. INTRODUCTION
Normal flora are the bunch of microorganisms
that live on another living organism (human or
animal) without causing any symptom of disease
or any obvious negative effects [1,2]. In case of
human body, actually it is not sterile at all;
colonization by certain bacteria or fungus took
place since very early in life. The oral cavity, the
intestine, the skin, and the vaginal epithelium are
some classic examples of anatomical locations
which inhabited by normal flora.[1,3]
The most important beneficial effect of normal
flora which can be mentioned is that they have
the capability to control colonization by other
organisms considered as pathogens, by
competing for attachment sites or for essential
nutrients or simply prevent the existence of ‘new
kids on the block’ in area which they already
inhabited for a long time [1,2,4]. But on contrary
to its beneficial effects, normal flora can also be
harmful to their host, e.g if due to a certain
condition, they be able to reach a site or tissue
where they cannot be restricted or tolerated by
the host defenses/immune system and as the
consequences caused an endogenous disease
[5]. The route of their invasion to the host’s inner
organ mostly through bloodstream/hematogen.
The spread to other deep organ can took place
via the skin, the lungs, and the GI tract. The
behaviour of the host, e.g taking long-term oral
antibiotics without doctor’s prescription, also can
affect the composition of normal flora [6].

2. METHODOLOGY
This simple cross-sectional study conducted from
st
st
March 1 to 31 .We conducted an electronic
questionnaire-based survey to all of our students
using snow ball method, which is propagated
through popular social media, WhatsApp™. The
questionnaire was created based on Todar's
Online Textbook of Bacteriology in the section of
“Normal Flora” (available in the internet) and the
standard textbook of Microbiology used in our
campus [7]. In the introduction part of the
questionnaire, we explain about the research
objectives and related informed consent and
ends with the statement "by filling in the
questionnaire it means that you already
understood the importance of this study and are
willing to participate”. The questionnaire divided
in to 2 major part: the first is demographic (age,
gender, entry year) and the second is knowledge
about normal flora questions. At the end of the
question, the respondent is asked about their
subjective opinion whether they are confident
enough about their knowledge regarding normal
flora All data collected in an excel worksheet,
then exported to SPSS for further analysis.

Considering the importance of normal flora to
their host, teaching normal flora to medical
students should be conducted properly and
reinforced throughout the entire education in
medical school. In general, medical students in
Indonesia are already taught about this topic
since their first year, including our students in the
Faculty of Medicine Universitas Kristen Indonesia
located in Jakarta, Indonesia. Our faculty is the

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the days of study, 628 students
responded (68.33% of total our active students
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(n= 919, which consist of 472 preclinical phase
student, and 447 clinical phase) registered in the
national college database named Pangkalan
Data Perguruan Tinggi). Demographically, there
are 190 male (30.25%) and 438 females
(69.75%), with mean age 20.16 years old. All of
our respondents represent all of our active
students from the year of entry 2014 to 2020. In
the following table, we present the data
regarding the respondent's knowledge of normal
flora.

anatomical predilection/site 614 respondents
answer correctly (97.77%).
Data on Fig. 1 showed us that the more senior
our respondents, the better their knowledge on
normal flora. The range of level of our
respondent’s knowledge quite varied among the
pre-clinical students (2017 to 2020) but when the
students already in the clinical phase, their level
of knowledge on normal flora gets better.
From the class of 2020, data showed us that the
wide range of respondent’s knowledge with the
lowest number of correct answers are 5. In the
class of 2019 and 2018, the lowest number of
correct answers are 8 while in the class of 2017
are 11. In the class of 2016 and 2015, the
number of correct answers are 12 and in the
class of 2014, the lowest number of correct
answers are 17.

Data showed us that among those 20 questions
about normal flora, most of our students (>50%)
able to answer those questions correctly. The
lowest percentage of our respondents who
answered correctly was for question regarding
definition, 58.75% (369 respondents) and the
highest percentage is on the question regarding

Table 1. Distribution of our respondents correct answers to 20 questions regarding normal
flora
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Questions about
Definition
The host of the normal flora
Anatomical predilection/site
Organism considered as normal flora
In human, function of normal flora considered as
beneficial
Ability to caused disease
Predisposing factors that might contribute to
pathogenesis
The normal flora synthesize and excrete vitamins (e.g.,
K, B12)
The normal flora prevent colonization by pathogens
The normal flora may antagonize other bacteria
The normal flora stimulates the development of certain
tissues
The normal flora stimulates the production of natural
antibodies
the normal flora behaves as low grade antigens in their
host
Flora normal may facilitate bacterial synergism
member of the normal flora supplying vitamin or some
other growth factor that a pathogen needs in order to
grow (cross-feeding)
Competition for nutrients
Transferable to susceptible host
Induction of a low-grade toxemia
The normal flora may be agents of endogenous disease
Some member of the normal flora actually have the
potency of being a pathogens
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Respondents that
answered correctly
369
429
614
552
502

%
58.75
68.31
97.77
87.89
79.93

592
506

94.26
80.57

473

75.31

546
567
475

86.94
90.28
75.63

495

78.82

379

60.35

492
526

78.34
83.75

413
450
527
579
594

65.76
71.65
83.91
92.19
94.58
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Fig. 1. Distribution of number of correct answers based on our respondent’s admission year

Fig. 2. distribution of respondent’s own perception on level of knowledge regarding normal
flora
27
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Based on the number of correct answer, the
number of respondent who can only answer 5
questions correctly is 1 (0.0015%) and this
respondent is from class 2020 and 26
respondents able to answer all the questions
correctly (41.4%); the group with the largest
number of respondents who managed to answer
is 108 respondents that able to answers 17
questions correctly. The median knowledge level
score among the survey participants was 80.25
(min: 25; max: 100).

pathogens causing infection as bacteria tend to
grow in specific body sites e.g. Streptococcus
pneumoniae from the upper respiratory tract
causing pneumonia or Staphylococcus aureus
from the skin causing intravenous cannula
infections [1,3-5]. Interaction between normal
flora, the host and their behaviour and possible
invading microorganisms are so dynamic and the
good basic knowledge regarding normal flora will
help these future doctor to have a better
understanding regarding their patients [7].

At the end of the question session, after
answering all the survey questions, the
respondent is being asked about their subjective
opinion whether they are confident enough about
their knowledge regarding normal flora, and the
data presented in Fig. 2.

Other type of study regarding medical students
level of knowledge actually are widely available
on the internet, but once again data regarding
normal flora is scarce and very rare [7,8]. During
their years of pre-clinical and clinical education,
medical students receive basic knowledge of
medicine, namely Anatomy, Biochemistry,
Histology, Physiology and then Microbiology and
Parasitology, etc. As they stepped up to higher
levels,e.g 1st year to 2nd year and so on, the
basic lessons that they already received become
the fundamental of their future training and
education. According to Gowda et al, [8] students
retain basic science subjects better and
appreciate the importance of basic sciences in
patient diagnosis if they are reinforced in the
context of clinical situations.

Data on Fig. 2 showed us that most respondents
from the class of 2016 to 2020 considered
themselves as having insufficient knowledge
regarding normal flora, but more senior students
considered themselves as already having
adequate knowledge. Perhaps after several
years being a medical students, our respondent
started to have an ideal basic knowledge
regarding normal flora.
Medical students actually build their basic clinical
knowledge on the grounds of previously obtained
basic knowledge during their pre-clinical years.
Routine evaluation of the medical student’s
knowledge to answer questions regarding normal
flora using all the knowledge and skills gained
during their undergraduate medical training, and
it should be conducted more often in order to
convince them of its importance.

Clinical learning is then become the essence of
entire medical education. Many factors have
been demonstrated to influence students'
development of clinical competence [9-12].
These factors contributes to enrichment of
medical students education, and that include
students' exposure to a large volume and variety
of clinical experiences, learning in authentic
clinical settings, self-directed learning, and the
provision of a supportive environment [9,10]. It
will be very interesting to conduct further study
regarding these factors on our faculty.

So far, study on medical student’s knowledge
regarding human normal flora is rare. The
knowledge regarding normal flora is important for
medical students, because it related with many
aspect of their recent education, e.g to some
extent in some way related to the pathogenesis
of a disease or some normal function of the
human body; and in the future, good knowledge
about normal flora will shape them to become
doctor who has a more holistic understanding
about interaction that might took place, e.g if they
give antibiotics to their patients, they must be
aware that this antibiotics might interfere with the
composition of normal flora in other parts of the
patient’s body.

Clinical teachers, as a role model, also have an
important role in the effectiveness of pre-clinical
and clinical education in supporting their
learners, and in the same time encouraging
reflection, and for the faculty policy maker it will
provide constructive and regular feedback for
further
continuous
improvement
[11-14].
Identifying effective teaching practices which
best suits to our faculty is also a future challenge
[14-16].
Early and frequent clinical experiences should be
planned and integrated in curricula, even though
according to Quintero et al, [12] there is also

Knowledge of the normal flora of the human body
allows doctors to make Prediction of the
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disadvantage beside the advantage of doing
such an integration. The provision of such
opportunities is associated with the development
of appropriate attitudes and the acquisition of
commendation and diagnostic skills among
undergraduate medical students [16]. Further
study need to be conducted to measure the
effect on our students.

4.

5.

4. CONCLUSION
6.

As students move up to the senior level, the level
of their knowledge about normal flora increases.
In general, the level of knowledge of our students
regarding normal flora is good, although it still
needs to be improved continuously.
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